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Multiple memory systems often act together to generate behavior, preventing a simple one-to-one mapping between cognitive processes and performance in specific tests. Process dissociation procedures (PDPs) have been adopted in both humans and monkeys to quantify one-trial memory and habit, with the assumption that these two processes make independent contributions to performance. Violations of this independence assumption could produce artificial dissociations. Evidence for independence has been reported in humans, but similar tests have not been conducted with monkeys until now. In a within-subjects design using a matching-to-sample task, we manipulated one-trial memory strength and habit strength simultaneously. Memory delay intervals and encoding conditions affected one-trial memory scores without affecting habit scores. In contrast, biased reinforcement selectively changed habit scores but not one-trial memory scores. This behavioral double dissociation clearly shows that one-trial memory and habit can be manipulated independently, validating PDP as a valuable tool for cross-species studies of learning and memory and reinforcing the view that one-trial memory and habits are served by distinct brain systems.
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In humans, some memories are subject to cognitive control and accessible to introspection, whereas habits are automatic and in-accessible to monitoring (e.g., Squire, Knowlton, & Musen, 1993; Squire & Zola, 1996). Thus, a commonly used method to measure these two kinds of memories is to have subjects introspect and then verbally report their private experience of memory in cognitive tests (“I remembered” vs. “I guessed”). While these reports can provide rich accounts of cognitive processing, they are also vulnerable to distortion. For example, use of cognitively controlled memory may be underreported by subjects, and the associated performance improperly interpreted as “automatic” (Richardson-Klavehn & Bjork, 1988). Subjects may also switch strategies during a task without noticing (Jacoby, 1991), making their narration of their cognitive processes unreliable.

In nonhuman animals, verbal reports are simply not available to aid in characterizing cognitive processes. Delayed matching-to-sample has been used to measure one-trial memory and object discrimination has been used to measure habits. While performance in these tests does depend disproportionately on memory and habit, an exclusive one-to-one mapping between memory processes and these tasks is unlikely (Buffalo, Stefanacci, Squire, & Zola, 1998; Hood, Postle, & Corkin, 1999). For example, if an image is used repeatedly in a session of discrimination task, memories of the previous occurrences of that image may contaminate the gradual formation of habits and prevent accurate measurement of contribution of automatic, habitual processes to performance. Similarly, previous rewarded experience with a given stimulus, or similar stimuli, may allow habits to contribute to choice in matching-to-sample tests.

Process dissociation procedures (PDPs) offer a valuable tool specifically designed to disentangle the involvement of two memory systems in a single task (Hay & Jacoby, 1996; Jacoby, 1991; Hay & Jacoby, 1996).
Jacoby, Toth, & Yonelinas, 1993). By creating situations in which one-trial memory and habits are congruent and situations in which they are incongruent, the patterns of errors made by subjects are used to derive a one-trial memory score and a habit score, quantifying the contributions of these two processes. PDP designs may be especially useful in comparing human and nonhuman cognition because they do not depend on language, allowing similar tests to be conducted in many species. One critical assumption of PDP is that one-trial memory and habit contribute independently to performance (Jacoby, 1991; Kelley & Jacoby, 2000). Violations of this independence assumption may result in artificial dissociation between the measures (e.g., Curran & Hintzman, 1995; Joordens & Merikle, 1993). For example, Curran and Hintzman (1995) found that increasing the presentation duration of stimuli strengthened one-trial memory as expected, but paradoxically decreased the contribution of habit at the same time. However, Jacoby, Begg, and Toth (1997) have argued that such “artificial dissociations” are mainly caused by violations of other conditions required for PDP, rather than by nonindependence of processes.

Recently, we used PDP in a modified matching-to-sample paradigm to study the neurobiology of one-trial memory and habits in nonhuman primates (Tu et al., 2011). This first use of PDP with monkeys took advantage of the fact that PDP does not require verbal reports, and therefore allows us to assess the behavior of animals that cannot provide verbal commentary on their private experience of memory as do humans. However, unlike the substantial support for the independence of one-trial memory and habit that exists for humans (e.g., Cowan & Stadler, 1996; Hay & Jacoby, 1996), there have been no direct behavioral tests of independence in monkeys. The present study addresses this gap, by assessing the validity of the application of PDP in nonverbal animals. This work sets the stage for further use of PDP in comparative psychology and in the development of animal models for memory research.

In Experiment 1, monkeys were trained to develop habits of varying strengths through manipulations of reinforcement history within a matching-to-sample paradigm. If habit and one-trial memory make independent contributions to choice behavior, habit should vary, reflecting multiple habit strengths, without affecting one-trial memory. To further evaluate the extent of this dissociation, we manipulated both delay length and encoding conditions in Experiment 2 in tests with the various levels of habit established in Experiment 1. If the independence assumption is valid, then the habit measures would stay constant within each level of habit strength while one-trial memory scores should vary with delay and encoding conditions.

General Methods

Subjects and Apparatus

Twelve adult male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) were used. Monkeys were pair-housed, received a full daily food ration, and had ad libitum access to water. All monkeys had prior experience with automated cognitive tests using a touch-screen computer and were previously trained on clip-art visual matching-to-sample. All experiments were conducted in the monkeys’ home cages. A portable testing rig consisting of a 15-inch color LCD touch-sensitive screen (Elo TouchSystems, Menlo Park, CA) running at a resolution of 1024 × 768 pixels and two automatic food dispensers (Med Associates, Inc., St. Albans, VT) that delivered nutritionally balanced primate pellets (Bio-Serv, Frenchtown, NJ) into food cups below the screen was attached to the front of each monkey’s cage. Testing was controlled by a personal computer with custom program written in Presentation (Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, CA). During testing, the monkeys in each pair were separated by dividers that allowed limited visual and physical contact but prevented access to one another’s testing equipment. Each subject received one session per day, 6 days a week.

Visual Matching-to-Sample

A total of 576 color clip-art images, 160 pixels high × 200 pixels wide, were used. The images were randomly grouped into 144 “image quads,” each of which contained four images that were always presented together at test. A trial began when a green square (100 × 100 pixels) appeared centered near the bottom of the screen. Monkeys had to touch it twice (FR2) to enter the study phase, in which the green square disappeared and one of the four images in a given image quad appeared as the sample at the center of the screen. When the subject touched the sample (FR2), the study phase ended and the whole screen turned black for a delay period. After the programmed memory delay, the test phase started with the appearance of all four images in the appropriate image quad, randomly assigned to the four corners of the screen. Touching (FR2) the image seen during the study phase of that trial was rewarded one pellet together with an “excellent!” sound. Incorrect responses resulted in a “d’oh!” sound and a 5-s timeout during which the screen stayed black. When the correction procedure was in effect, the same trial was repeated again after the timeout so that the monkey had a second chance to learn by trial and error. In the correction trials responses were reinforced as usual. If an incorrect image was chosen a second time, the same trial was presented for a third time, but during the test phase only the correct image appeared by itself in the corner where it had appeared before. Touching (FR2) this image resulted in reward as on correct trials. This ensured that these trials ended with a reinforced selection of the correct image. Consecutive trials are separated by an intertrial interval of 5 s (Figure 1A).

Experiment 1: Manipulations of Habit Strength

In Experiment 1, monkeys gradually acquired “habits,” or tendencies, to select one particular image in each image quad. The habits developed because some images in some quads were designated to be the sample and thus rewarded more often than the other 3 images. Habit strength was manipulated across quads by varying the extent to which selection of the sample was biased. Higher biases should be expected to produce stronger habits. However, if habit and memory are independent, variation in habit strength should not affect the strength of one-trial memory.

Method

Accuracy titration. The purpose of this stage was to adjust the visual matching performance of each monkey to between 50% and 75% correct to ensure a sufficiency of errors for the PDP calculations and to eliminate the possibility that results would be
affected by ceiling or floor effects. All 144 image quads were used once only in a random order in each daily testing session and were reused day after day. On each trial, the sample image was randomly selected from a given image quad without bias such that each of the 4 images in that quad appeared as the sample equally often across days. Monkeys were rewarded for choosing the sample image at test. Each session included 96 trials with a 3-s delay interval, and 48 probe trials with a longer memory delay (Figure 1A). The delay used for the probe trials started at 1 minute. If a monkey performed better than 75% in a block of 3 sessions, the probe delay was doubled. If performance on probe trials was lower than 50% for two consecutive blocks, we decreased the probe delay by a quarter. Monkeys progressed to next stage of testing when the average performance on long delay probe trials fell between 50% and 75% for two consecutive blocks of three sessions. The correction procedure was applied to regular trials but not probe trials.

To decrease performance into the criterion range without having to use extremely long delay intervals, monkeys that performed better than 75% with the 2-min delay were tested using “clusters.” Cluster trials started with the green square like other trials. However, after touching (FR2) the sample, instead of entering the delay, another sample image appeared. The monkey had to touch (FR2) each sample image presented in that cluster in turn to start the delay interval. After the delay, multiple tests were presented one by one in an order corresponding to the order of sample presentations (Figure 1B). Choosing the sample image at test resulted in an “excellent!” sound and a food reward. Incorrect responses were followed by a “d’oh!” sound but no timeout interval. Omitting the time-out allowed us to keep the delay interval between the offset of each sample image and the onset of the corresponding test images constant for each test within a cluster, even when monkeys made mistakes. Clusters were separated by a 5-s intertrial interval. Performance in each session was evaluated and accuracy was titrated by adjusting delay length and cluster size alternately, starting with a cluster of 2 and delay of 1 min. If accuracy exceeded 75%, either the delay was increased by 1 min or the cluster size was increased. Clusters were increased by 1 or 2 images at a time, depending on whether the resulting number of images in a cluster was a factor of 144, the total number of image quads in a session. We assumed that the larger the cluster size, the more difficult it would be for the monkeys to remember all the sample images seen during the study phase. There were no regular trials and every trial used the same long delay. The correction procedure was not in effect. The different manipulations using probes and clusters throughout the study are summarized in Table 1. Monkeys proceeded to the next stage when their performance was between 50% and 75% for two consecutive sessions.

Habit formation. In this stage, monkeys developed habits of different strengths through biased matching-to-sample. Rather than randomly selecting a sample image from an image quad without bias each trial, the probability of a designated “high-frequency image” being the sample was varied across quads, creating four bias levels: 100%, 75%, 50%, and 25%. Each bias level consisted of 36 image quads, resulting in 36 “habits.” In the 100% bias level, the high-frequency image was always the sample. With these quads, monkeys could achieve 100% accuracy by always choosing the high-frequency image at test, even though they might in fact not remember that image as the sample. In the 75% and 50% bias level, the high-frequency image served as the sample with a probability of 0.75 and 0.50, respectively, and the other three images in each image quad served as the sample with equal probability (0.083 and 0.167, respectively). Monkeys could therefore be correct 75% and 50% of the time if they always chose the high-frequency image from these quads at test. They could achieve 100% accuracy only if they remembered the sample image seen during study phase on each trial. The 25% bias level was the same as initial matching training. All four images in an image quad served as the sample equally often (Figure 2). Selection of images was done by drawing without replacement from pools constructed according to the specified probabilities ensuring that across sessions each image occurred exactly the intended number of times. All 36 image quads from each bias level were intermixed in each.
A Summary of the Different Steps for Monkeys Tested With Probes and Clusters in the Present Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Using Probes</th>
<th>Using Clusters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performance titration</td>
<td>48 probe trials with a delay length &lt; 2 min</td>
<td>144 trials divided into clusters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habit formation</td>
<td>4 bias levels</td>
<td>4 bias levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3-s delay for all 36 trials per bias level</td>
<td>3-s delay for all 36 trials per bias level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habit strength assessment</td>
<td>12 empty probe trials per bias level</td>
<td>36 empty trials per bias level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 1</td>
<td>4 bias levels</td>
<td>4 bias levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 congruent probe trials per bias level</td>
<td>18 congruent trials per bias level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 incongruent probe trials per bias level</td>
<td>18 incongruent trials per bias level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 bias levels × 2 delay lengths = 4 conditions</td>
<td>4 bias levels × 3 delay lengths = 12 conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 2</td>
<td>4 congruent probe trials per condition</td>
<td>6 congruent trials per condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 incongruent probe trials per condition</td>
<td>6 incongruent trials per condition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Note that the procedure for habit formation was identical without using probes or clusters.

Table 1

session. The delay was 3 s for all 144 trials in a session. There were 12 sessions in a block. The correction procedure was in effect such that all trials ended with a rewarded response, ensuring that habits would be formed as intended.

Habit strength assessment. To monitor the development of habits, empty trials were implemented in a session in two different ways for monkeys tested with probes and clusters, respectively (Table 1). On these trials, no sample was presented, thus leaving no memory trace at test. Subjects could only “guess” when confronted with the test images. Given that no one-trial memory is available to control choice on empty trials, we interpreted any bias toward selecting particular images as reflecting habits.

Monkeys tested with probes. Three habit assessment sessions were conducted after each block of 12 habit formation sessions. In each of these habit assessment sessions, 12 image quads from each bias level were selected to serve as empty probe trials. On these probe trials, the green square signaling the beginning of a trial was presented and followed immediately after FR2 by the titrated long delay, after which all four images in the quad were presented in the test phase. Monkeys were rewarded no matter which image was selected. The remaining 24 trials in each bias level were presented exactly as in habit formation sessions. The correction procedure was only used with these trials, not with probe trials. Monkeys proceeded to the next stage when the performance on the 100% biased empty probe trials was higher than 50% for two consecutive blocks of habit formation.

Monkeys tested with clusters. All 144 trials were empty trials and grouped into clusters in a single habit assessment session. Trials began with a green square followed by the delay after touching. No sample images were presented in any trial. After the delay, a cluster of tests appeared one at a time. Cluster size and delay were those determined through the titration procedure described above. Monkeys were rewarded for choosing the high-frequency image if the image quad was 100%, 75%, and 50% biased, but all choices were rewarded if the image quad was 25% biased. These contingencies were different from the indiscriminate reinforcement on probe trials because here the entire session contained only empty trials. If every trial was reinforced irrespective of choice, monkeys tested with clusters might learn that they could receive a food reward in the 100%, 75%, and 50% conditions no matter which image was chosen. The reason that all choices were rewarded only in the 25% bias condition was because we did not want to train the monkeys that any particular image was correct on empty trials. They should respond randomly in the 25% bias condition. The correction procedure was not used. Monkeys were moved to next stage when performance on the 100% biased empty probe trials was higher than 50% for two consecutive blocks of habit formation.

Main experiment. In this stage monkeys were tested with two types of trials that were used to generate PDP scores. On congruent trials, the high-frequency image appeared as the sample so that one-trial memory and habit corresponded to the same response. On incongruent trials, an image other than the high-frequency image was the sample such that one-trial memory and habit corresponded to different responses. These two types of trials were implemented in a session in two ways to accommodate monkeys tested with probes and clusters (Table 1).

Figure 2. The sample image in each trial was chosen according to the bias level that image quad belonged to. There were 36 image quads in each bias level, but only one per bias level was shown here as an example. Each image quad was used once per day. The high-frequency image served as the sample for 100%, 75%, 50%, and 25% of the time, respectively. The other 3 non-high-frequency distractors had equal chance to be the sample.
Monkeys tested with probes. There were 6 congruent probe trials and 6 incongruent probe trials from each bias level in a session. Probe trials had long titrated delays to avoid ceiling and floor effects, while all the other trials had the same two second delay as usual. The correction procedure was only used with normal trials, not with probe trials. One block consisted of 6 sessions. Each monkey ran 2 blocks, yielding 72 congruent and 72 incongruent probe trials for each bias level for analysis.

Monkeys tested with clusters. There were 18 congruent trials and 18 incongruent trials in each bias level in a session. Bias levels and trial types were intermixed in one cluster, making the trial type unpredictable. No correction procedure was used. One block consisted of 2 sessions. Each monkey was tested for 2 blocks, yielding 72 congruent and 72 incongruent probe trials on each bias level for analysis.

Data analysis. The probability that monkeys selected the high-frequency image, \( p(hf) \), on congruent trials and incongruent trials respectively, was directly recorded. Note that \( p(hf) \) is not equivalent to accuracy; sometimes it is the correct response and sometimes it is an error. According to the logic of PDP (Jacoby, 1991; Jacoby et al., 1993), on congruent trials in which the sample was the high-frequency image, monkeys could give a correct response at test either by remembering the sample image from the study phase or by choosing based on habit when they failed to remember. Therefore the probability of correctly choosing the high-frequency image at test in the congruent condition can be described as

\[
p(hf)_{\text{congruent}} = \text{one-trial memory} + \text{habit}(1 - \text{one-trial memory})
\]

On incongruent trials in which the sample was not the high-frequency image, choice of the high-frequency image at test is an error and should only occur when monkeys forgot which image was the sample and chose the image by habit. Thus, the probability of incorrectly choosing the high-frequency image at test in the incongruent condition can be described as

\[
p(hf)_{\text{incongruent}} = \text{habit}(1 - \text{one-trial memory})
\]

By subtracting these two equations, the common term “habit (1 – one-trial memory)” was cancelled and a one-trial memory score was obtained.

One-trial memory = \( p(hf)_{\text{congruent}} - p(hf)_{\text{incongruent}} \)

This one-trial memory score was then entered into the formula for \( p(hf)_{\text{incongruent}} \) to obtain a habit score.

Habit = \( p(hf)_{\text{incongruent}}/1 - (p(hf)_{\text{congruent}} - p(hf)_{\text{incongruent}}) \)

The derived PDP scores were not direct measures of accuracy but estimates of the contribution of each memory system in the same task. They were the main dependent variables in each experiment and were arcsine transformed and analyzed by repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVA).

Results and Discussion

Monkeys tested with probes. Six of the 12 monkeys continued to use probes with delays of 1 min (n = 2) or 2 min (n = 4) for the duration of the experiment. The final titrated performance on probes was 64.12 ± 6.9% (n = 6). The small SD indicates that the strength of one-trial memory was approximately the same for all 6 monkeys after titration.

By the end of the habit formation stage, high-frequency images were chosen on empty probe trials significantly more frequently than expected by chance (.25) at each level of habit except the 25% bias condition, which was in fact no bias: 100% \( M = .64, t_s = 7.40, p = .001 \), d = 3.02; 75% \( M = .47, t_s = 5.38, p = .003 \), d = 2.20; 50% \( M = .40, t_s = 3.98, p = .011 \), d = 1.63; 25% \( M = .26, t_s = .50, p = .64, d = .20. \) Habits were therefore successfully created. However, the probability of choosing high-frequency images on empty probe trials was significantly lower than the corresponding bias level: 100% \( t_s = 11.59, p < .001, d = 4.73 \) and 75% \( t_s = 6.88, p < .001, d = 2.81 \) and came close to matching the corresponding bias level only at 50% \( t_s = 2.55, p = .05, d = 1.04. \) Because our performance criterion only required that monkeys selected high-frequency images on empty probe trials more than 50% of the time at 100% bias level, it is likely that more sessions of habit training would have resulted in stronger habits closer to probability matching.

PDP measures were derived from congruent and incongruent probes (Table 2). Habit scores, but not one-trial memory scores, varied significantly as a function of bias condition (Figure 3; repeated measures two-way ANOVA, Process \( F_{1, 5} = .00, p = .98 \), \( \eta^2_p = .00; \) Bias level \( F_{3, 15} = 9.88, p = .001, \eta^2_p = .66; \) Process × Bias level \( F_{3, 15} = 10.57, p = .001, \eta^2_p = .68). \) Tests conducted on habit scores and one-trial memory scores separately showed that habit scores differed significantly (repeated measures ANOVA, \( F_{1, 5} = 13.18, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .73 \)) but one-trial memory scores did not (repeated measures ANOVA, \( F_{3, 15} = .24, p = .87, \eta^2_p = .05)). Post hoc Least Significant Difference tests showed that 100% biased habit scores were significantly higher than 75% biased habit scores \( (p = .03), which in turn were significantly higher than 50% biased habit scores \( (p = .005), but 50% biased habit scores were not significantly higher than 25% biased habit scores \( (p = .32)). Overall, the results show that habit strength can be manipulated without changing one-trial memory strength, indicated that the two processes are independent. Furthermore, habit measures in PDP were significantly correlated with the probability of selecting the high-frequency image on empty probe trials \( (r = .80, p < .001), providing converging evidence that the PDP habit score measures derived from congruent and incongruent trials are valid measures of habit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bias level</th>
<th>Using probes</th>
<th>Using clusters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Congruent</td>
<td>Incongruent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.90 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.39 ± 0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75%</td>
<td>0.80 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.27 ± 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>0.71 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.21 ± 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25%</td>
<td>0.66 ± 0.16</td>
<td>0.13 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The value is the same as percent correct on congruent trials but is the probability of erring by choosing the high-frequency image on incongruent trials.
Monkeys tested with clusters. Six monkeys reached the criterion of 75% correct on 2 minute probe trials and were therefore tested using clusters. Different combinations of cluster size and delay duration were used depending on individual performance (n = 1: cluster size of 2 and delay of 1 min; n = 2: cluster size of 3 and delay of 1 min; n = 2: cluster size of 4 and delay of 2 min; n = 1: cluster size of 8 and delay of 3 min). The final titrated performance was 70.14 ± 2.28% (n = 6). By the end of the habit formation stage, the probability of choosing high-frequency images was significantly higher than chance (25) at each level of habit except 25% bias condition, which was in fact no bias: 100% M = .72, t6 = 12.59, p < .001, d = 5.14; 75% M = .57, t6 = 8.40, p < .001, d = 3.43; 50% M = .48, t6 = 6.32, p = .001, d = 2.58; 25% M = .24, t6 = .51, p = .63, d = .21. The data were similar and did not differ significantly from those resulting from probes (one-trial memory scores: 100% biased, t10 = .24, p = .81, d = .14; 75% biased, t10 = .69, p = .51, d = .40; 50% biased, t10 = .46, p = .66, d = .26; 25% biased, t10 = .48, p = .64, d = .28; habit scores: 100% biased, t10 = .40, p = .70, d = .23; 75% biased, t10 = 1.52, p = .16, d = .88; 50% biased, t10 = 1.69, p = .12, d = .98; 25% biased, t10 = .97, p = .36, d = .56), showing that the cluster method is a good alternative and can be used to efficiently study long-duration memory while avoiding extremely long testing sessions.

The performances on congruent and incongruent trials were sorted across clusters and used to calculate PDP measures (Table 2). Habit measures at the four bias levels were significantly different from each other (repeated measures ANOVA, F3,15 = 44.75, p < .001, $\eta_p^2 = .90$; post hoc Least Significant Difference tests, $p = .03$ between 100% and 75%; $p = .02$ between 75% and 50%; $p = .004$ between 50% and 25%), but one-trial measures showed no significant difference (repeated measures ANOVA, $F_{3,15} = .16, p = .92, \eta_p^2 = .03$). This is also indicated in the significant interaction between one-trial memory scores and habit scores across 4 bias levels (Figure 3; repeated measures two-way ANOVA, Process $F_{1,5} = 6.35, p = .05, \eta_p^2 = .56$; Bias level $F_{3,15} = 39.40, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .89$; Process × Bias level $F_{3,15} = 24.63, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .83$). Again, the data showed that habits were manipulated without changing one-trial memory. Lastly, habit scores were significantly correlated with the probability of selecting the high-frequency image on empty trials reflecting the biased reinforcement history during training ($r = .89, p < .001$).

**Experiment 2: Manipulations of Both Habit and One-Trial Memory**

A behavioral single dissociation between one-trial memory and habit was demonstrated in Experiment 1. Different levels of habit had no effect on one-trial memory. However, it is possible that the independence of habit and one-trial memory is unidirectional. Although habit can be manipulated while one-trial memory stays the same, the reverse may not obtain. To further evaluate whether the two processes are independent, we tested for a double dissociation in Experiment 2.

In addition to the four bias levels developed in Experiment 1, memory delay was also manipulated, creating different strengths of one-trial memory within each habit level. If habits and one-trial memory are independent, habit scores should vary based on bias levels and one-trial memory scores vary according to the length of delays, but they should not affect each other.

**Method**

The same 12 monkeys used in Experiment 1 were used again, six tested with probes and six tested with clusters. For each monkey to finish one session per day in a reasonable time, only two bias levels and two delays were tested with probes, but all four bias levels and three delay lengths were tested with clusters (Table 1; see below for details). PDP analysis and the statistics were the same as those adopted in Experiment 1.

Because the performance on unbiased trials had been titrated in Experiment 1, we did not go through the whole titration process again. Instead, the overall performance on probes of 25% biased quads was evaluated. Those trials were in fact unbiased and were conducted using the titrated delay. If the performance of those trials was higher than 75%, the titrated delay was increased by a factor of 1.5. If the performance was lower than 50%, the titrated delay was decreased by a factor of 0.75. There was no habit formation stage, and no sessions for assessing habit strength, because the same image quads, and therefore the same habits, from Experiment 1 were used again.
Monkeys tested with probes. To reduce the number of conditions and thus the total duration of a session, only two bias levels and two delay intervals were used. The bias levels were 100% and 25%, and the two delays were half the titrated delay and double the titrated delay, resulting in four conditions in a session. There were 72 trials per session, including four congruent and four incongruent probe trials in each condition and 40 regular three second delay trials. The correction procedure was in effect only for regular trials. Nine sessions constituted a block, and each monkey completed two blocks to produce 72 congruent and 72 incongruent probe trials in each condition for analysis.

Monkeys tested with clusters. All four bias levels, 100%, 75%, 50%, and 25%, were used, each of which was crossed with 3 different delays, the original titrated delay, half the titrated delay, and double the titrated delay, resulting in 12 conditions in a session. There were 6 congruent and 6 incongruent trials in each condition, making a total of 144 trials in a session. Tests of different bias levels were intermixed in a cluster, but all tests in the same cluster used the same delay. The correction procedure was not in use. Six sessions made up a block, and each monkey ran 2 blocks to produce 72 congruent and 72 incongruent trials in each condition for analysis.

Results and Discussion
Monkeys tested with probes. Two monkeys had improved and were given a longer delay as their “titrated delay” (3 min and 1.5 min, respectively); one monkey went back to use a shorter titrated delay (45 s); the other three monkeys stayed on the same titrated delay (2 min) used in Experiment 1.

PDP measures were derived from congruent and incongruent probes (Table 3). One-trial memory scores changed significantly across different delay lengths but not across bias levels (Figure 4A; repeated measures two-way ANOVA, Bias level \(F_{1, 5} = 43.73, p = 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.90\); Delay \(F_{1, 5} = 10.0, p = 0.76, \eta^2_p = 0.02\); Bias level × Delay \(F_{1, 5} = 1.40, p = 0.29, \eta^2_p = 0.22\)). This pattern is also indicated in the significant interaction among memory processes, bias levels, and delay lengths (Figure 4; repeated measures three-way ANOVA, Bias level \(F_{3, 15} = 73.00, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.94\); Delay \(F_{3, 15} = 51.76, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.93\); Process \(F_{3, 15} = 0.90, p = 0.78, \eta^2_p = 0.02\); Bias level × Delay \(F_{3, 15} = 1.76, p = 0.24, \eta^2_p = 0.26\); Bias level × Process \(F_{3, 15} = 25.89, p = 0.004, \eta^2_p = 0.84\); Delay × Process \(F_{3, 15} = 34.54, p = 0.002, \eta^2_p = 0.87\); Bias level × Delay × Process \(F_{3, 15} = 0.64, p = 0.46, \eta^2_p = 0.11\)). These results strongly support the hypothesis that one-trial memory and habit are independent processes.

Monkeys tested with clusters. All 6 monkeys continued to use the same combinations of cluster size and delay as used in Experiment 1. Data from all clusters were pooled and then sorted by condition to derive PDP measures (Table 3). Across the three delay lengths, one-trial memory scores varied significantly but not habit scores (Figure 5A; repeated measures two-way ANOVA, Bias level \(F_{3, 15} = 1.49, p = 0.26, \eta^2_p = 0.23\); Delay \(F_{3, 10} = 109.28, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.96\); Bias level × Process \(F_{6, 30} = 0.78, p = 0.60, \eta^2_p = 0.13\)). Across 4 bias levels, habit scores varied significantly but not one-trial memory scores (Figure 5B; repeated measures two-way ANOVA, Bias level \(F_{3, 15} = 1.17, p = 0.17, \eta^2_p = 0.23\); Delay \(F_{2, 10} = 109.28, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.96\); Bias level × Process \(F_{6, 30} = 0.78, p = 0.60, \eta^2_p = 0.13\)). Moreover, the interaction among memory processes, bias levels, and delay lengths was significant (Figure 5; repeated measures three-way ANOVA, Bias level \(F_{3, 15} = 28.85, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.85\); Delay \(F_{2, 10} = 32.73, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.87\); Process \(F_{1, 5} = 0.00, p = 0.98, \eta^2_p = 0.00\); Bias level × Delay \(F_{6, 30} = 1.01, p = 0.44, \eta^2_p = 0.17\); Bias level × Process \(F_{3, 15} = 9.19, p = 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.65\); Delay × Process \(F_{2, 10} = 16.57, p = 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.77\); Bias level × Delay × Process \(F_{6, 30} = 1.18, p = 0.35, \eta^2_p = 0.19\)). These data provided converging evidence that one-trial memory and habit are independent processes. Our results also show that the clusters method yields results similar to those acquired from probes, while allowing us to test more conditions within a single session.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bias level</th>
<th>Delay length</th>
<th>Using probes</th>
<th>Using clusters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Congruent</td>
<td>Incongruent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>Half</td>
<td>0.94 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.24 ± 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75%</td>
<td>Half</td>
<td>0.85 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.44 ± 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>Half</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25%</td>
<td>Half</td>
<td>0.79 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Double</td>
<td>0.60 ± 0.11</td>
<td>0.18 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. NA = not applicable. The value is the same as percent correct on congruent trials but is the probability of erring by choosing the high-frequency image on incongruent trials.
Discussion

Using PDP, we observed a behavioral double dissociation between one-trial memory and habit in monkeys, demonstrating reliable methods for measuring the contributions of these two processes. In animal studies, delayed matching-to-sample has been used to measure one-trial memory (Mishkin, Malamut, & Bachevalier, 1984), based on the premise that longer delays reduce accuracy because memory traces decay with the passage of time (Grant & Roberts, 1973). On the other hand, concurrent discrimination tasks, in which subjects gradually learn to choose one particular object through repetitive reinforcement, have been used to measure habits (Mishkin et al., 1984), but different parameters in these experiments may cause different degrees of contamination from other memory processes. For example, frequent repetition of stimuli during habit acquisition (e.g., 8 pairs of objects, each repeated 5 times in a session per day; Suzuki, Zola-Morgan, Squire, & Amaral, 1993) may permit one-trial memories of specific trial outcomes to persist long enough to contribute to performance on subsequent trials, thereby contaminating the measure of habit with one-trial memory. Although this effect could be reduced by prolonging the time interval between image repetition (e.g., reuse the same images every 24 hours; Malamut, Saunders, & Mishkin, 1984), in many cases it would still be difficult to gauge whether more than one memory process is involved. PDP is especially important because one-trial memory and habit are derived from performance in the same context, providing ideal control for a variety of factors that might vary between distinct tasks used to measure the processes separately.

PDP has been used frequently to dissociate two concurrently acting processes, one under cognitive control and one not (McBride, 2007), with the assumption that the two processes being measured are independent (Jacoby, 1991). Although it is debated whether this independence assumption holds true in every situation (e.g., Curran & Hintzman, 1995; Joordens & Merikle, 1993), the present study demonstrated independence in two different ways. First, we evaluated the correspondence between measures from PDP and those from traditional tests that are as uncontaminated as possible. The empty trials included in our experiments resembled object discrimination tasks typically used to measure habits in nonhuman animals and served as a stand-alone, direct measure of habit strength. Performance on these trials right before PDP manipulations was highly correlated with the habit scores obtained later, which showed strong evidence that habit is independent of one-trial memory. Second, we found a double dissociation in

![Figure 4. Process dissociation procedures (PDP) measures of one-trial memory (A) and habit (B) in matching-to-sample tasks showed a double dissociation of these two processes by probes in Experiment 2. One-trial memory scores varied according to delay lengths but stayed constant across bias levels. Habit scores varied according to bias levels but stayed constant across delay lengths. Delay lengths are shown in the figure legend. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval.](image)

![Figure 5. Process dissociation procedures (PDP) measures of one-trial memory (A) and habit (B) in matching-to-sample tasks showed a double dissociation of these processes by clusters in Experiment 2. One-trial memory scores varied according to delay lengths but stayed constant across bias levels. Habit scores varied according to bias levels but stayed constant across delay lengths. Delay lengths are shown in the figure legend. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval.](image)
Experiment 2 when one-trial memory and habit were manipulated simultaneously, providing direct support that one-trial memory and habit act independently. In a human study, manipulations of study duration were reflected in one-trial memory scores but not habit scores. In a different experiment, habits were established through biased training and the strength of the habits was reflected in habit scores but not one-trial memory scores (Hay & Jacoby, 1996). However, it is possible that these single dissociations may be simply due to the fact that one process is more easily affected by certain factors than the other, not that they are completely independent. Our data clearly showed that in the same task, higher bias levels resulted in higher habit scores and vice versa but one-trial memory scores always remained constant, whereas longer memory delays impaired one-trial memory scores but spared habit scores.

Process dissociation procedure offers a behavioral method to quantitatively separate the contributions of one-trial memory and habit in a single cognitive task (Jacoby, 1991; Jacoby et al., 1993). Typically in human studies, specific instructions are given for the subjects to use their memory (e.g., “try to complete the word stems with a previously studied word”) in an “inclusion test” or to withhold what was remembered (e.g., “try not to complete the word stems with any previously studied word”) in an “exclusion test” (Jacoby, 1991). We obviously cannot instruct the monkeys in the same way. It is also generally more difficult to train an animal to withhold than to express a behavior, which may make the animal more willing to perform in inclusion conditions than in exclusion conditions. Therefore, we adopted another method, in which the two situations where one-trial memory and habit either cooperate or compete were created by manipulating stimulus congruency. The monkeys were trained to always choose the image seen during the study phase in a given trial, the same instruction in regular matching-to-sample tasks. This eliminates the problems associated with using different instructions to create experimental conditions in nonhuman animals and also ensures that motivation is constant across tests.

The current experiments included several improvements over the first, and to our knowledge the only existing use of PDP in monkeys (Tu et al., 2011). First, one-trial memory was equated across monkeys using delay titration before PDP manipulation. Like humans, the ability to remember an image varies among monkeys. By titrating the performance on unbiased matching-to-sample tasks, each monkey started the main experiment with an individually tailored memory interval and cluster size so that all subjects had similar one-trial memory scores. This step also helped to avoid ceiling effects that would violate the test conditions necessary for PDP (Jacoby et al., 1997). Second, the inclusion of empty trials during habit training offered a method to directly monitor the development of habits. Lastly, “clusters” were used in the present research. Practically, clusters provide a more efficient way to include more variations in complicated experiments like those reported here. We obtained similar results with clusters and with probes, which encourages use of clusters in future work. Theoretically, clusters are more closely analogous to the methods typically used in human research, in which subjects are required to study a list of items and then tested with a list of “exclusion” or “inclusion” tasks (Jacoby, 1991; Jacoby, Woloshyn, & Kelley, 1989). Therefore, unlike trial-by-trial tests usually seen in animal studies, clusters offer an opportunity to make more direct comparisons between human and nonhuman memory systems.

Behavioral dissociation between controlled and automatic memory is important since multiple memory systems act simultaneously under most natural situations. It is also critical in the development of animal models for understanding the neurobiological mechanisms supporting different memory systems in humans because behavioral responses are the ultimate outcome available for examination. Here we showed that one-trial memory and habit are two independent processes in nonverbal monkeys, which addressed some criticisms on the independence assumption of PDP. This work further confirmed that PDP is a valuable behavioral paradigm appropriate for establishing correspondences between memory systems in humans and animals and set up the foundation for future investigations on the interactions among different cognitive processes in nonverbal animals.
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